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Sound Insulation
Roller and Sectional
Doors 31 up to 50 dB
according to DIN 52210

Effertz - your Specialist for
Sound Insulation Doors
Noise is sound - sound is disturbing and
causes diseases.
Sound protection becomes more and more
important. Effertz is one of few manufacturers who offer solutions in this field. You will
hardly notice the difference between the
outside appearance of these doors from
standard roller- or sectional doors. But the
difference is clearly shown in the details:
sound reducing shutters, anti-noise
coatings, special guides and sound-absorbing door sealings show, that a special
know-how is needed to reach high sound
insulation values.
These doors are installed - for example in theatres, in the manufacturing industry
or in areas which are consisting of mixed
industrial and residential areas.

Important advice for Effertz sound
insulation doors:
We assume the responsibility for the sound
protection value of our doors - but we are
not responsible for the sound bypasses
through buildings or bottom floors, walls,
ceilings and the supporting beams (i. e. of
open gaps, flanks or bore holes). The walls
should have at least the same sound insulation value as the sound protection doors.
At the bottom sealing of the door, the best
sound insulation value can be reached by a
complete decoupling, for example by means
of an elastic seam (avoidance of floor pavements and floor coverings). These performances are not subject to Effertz’ responsibility and have to be realised by customers.
Sound insulation doors require a smooth
mounting surface. The walls have to be
capable to bear the weight of the doors
and allow for installation with dowels or
by welding.
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ber profiles, galvanised steel, thickness:
1.25 mm, with mineral wool inlet
 reinforced bottom edge, made of steel
 safety contact strip according to ZH 1/494
(German safety rules) in order to safe the
closing movement by means of an electric
contact, with function control, in a hollowchamber rubber profile, grade of
protection: IP 65
 lateral guide tracks, made of galvanised steel
profiles, with lintel sealings at both sides and
outer sealing strips incl. additional lips
 fore-part frames made of galvanised steel,
with integrated hollow space insulation by
means of mineral fibre inlets and covers
for the punched sheets
 ball-bearing roller door shaft, made of
prime coated steel
 bearing brackets made of prime coated steel,
as roll-on brackets
 electric drive 400V, duty cycle 60 %,
grade of protection: IP 54, power input
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according to the weight of the door, directly
coupled to the winding shaft, with integrated
anti-drop safety device according to the
German safety rules.
Thermal motor protection. Completely wired
reverse contactor control. Emergency
hand crank with safety contact.
 UP-STOP-DOWN push button
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Effertz Sound Insulation
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 roller door with two shafts / two shutters, min.
space between the shutters: 645 mm
 roller door shutter made of hollow-chamber
profiles, galvanised steel, thickness: 1.25 mm,
with mineral wool inlet
 reinforced bottom edge, made of steel
 2 safety contact strips according to ZH 1/494
(German safety rules) in order to safe the
closing travel by means of an electric contact,
with function control, in a hollow-chamber
rubber profile, grade of protection: IP 65
 guide posts/frames made of U-profiles with all
over steel sheet panelling and hollow-chamber
insulation with mineral fibre plates.
 lateral guide tracks, made of galvanised steel
profiles, with lintel sealings at both sides and
outer sealing strips incl. additional lips
 fore-part frames made of galvanised steel, with
integrated hollow-chamber insulation by
means of mineral fibre inlets and covers for the
punched sheets

 fore-part frames made of galvanised steel, with
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integrated hollow-chamber insulation by
means of mineral fibre inlets and covers for the
punched sheets
 inside shade between the winding shafts
 cover of the motor made of steel frames with
allover steel sheeting and hollow-chamber
insulation by means of mineral fibre plates
 lintel sealings by means of redoubled sealing lips
 2 ball bearing roller door shafts, made of
prime coated steel
 bearing brackets made of prime coated steel,
as roll-on brackets
 2 electric drives, 400V, duty cycle 60 %,
grade of protection: IP 54,
power input according to the weight of
the door, directly coupled to the winding shaft,
by means of self-blocking worm-gear drives with
integrated anti-drop safety device according to
the German safety rules. Thermal motor protection. Completely wired reverse contactor control.
Emergency hand crank with safety contact.
 UP-STOP-DOWN push button.
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certified according to DIN 52210 T3.
 roller door with two shafts / two shutters,
min. space between the shutters: 645 mm
 roller door shutter made of hollow-
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chamber profiles, galvanised steel,
thickness: 1,25 mm, with mineral fibre inlet
 reinforced bottom edge, made of
galvanised steel
 2 safety contact strips according to
ZH 1/494 (German safety rules) in order to
safe the closing travel by means of an
electric contact, with function control, in a
hollow-chamber rubber profile, grade of
protection: IP 65
 guide posts/frames made of U-profiles
with allover sheet panelling and hollow-

chamber insulation with mineral fibre plates
 lateral guide tracks, made of galvanised
steel profiles, with lintel sealings at both
sides and outer sealing strips incl.
additional lips
 fore-part frames made of galvanised steel,
with integrated sound absorption, by
means of mineral fibre inlets and
covers for the punched sheets
 additionally absorbing covers between the
guiding and the bottom side of the ceiling
made of punched sheets with a thickness
of 1.0 mm; cavity insulation by means of
mineral fibre inlets
 inside shade between the winding shafts
 cover of the motor, made of steel frames
with allover steel panelling and hollowchamber insulation with mineral fibre plate
 lintel sealings by means of redoubled
sealing lips
 2 ball bearing roller door shafts, made of
prime coated steel
 bearing brackets made of prime coated
steel, as roll-on brackets
 2 electric drives, 400V, duty cycle
60 %, grade of protection: IP 54, power
input according to the weight of the door,
directly coupled to the winding shaft, by
means of self-blocking worm-gear drives
with integrated anti-drop safety device
according to the German safety rules.
Thermal motor protection. Completely
wired reverse contactor control.
Emergency hand crank with safety
contact.
 UP-STOP-DOWN push button.
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Standard-Umlenkung
Normal headroom

Senkrechtläufer
Complete
vertical
for fitting

for fitting
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Hochgezogene
Partial vertical Umlenkung

Niedrigsturz-Umlenkung
Low headroom

for fitting

for fitting

Effertz Sound Insulation
Sectional Door 38 dB
certified according to DIN 52210 T3.
B

 designed as a stable aluminium frame/lat-
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tice construction, filled with sandwich
panels made of aluminium sheet
(outside), sound-insulating plate and
aluminium sheet (inside). Sections with
patented link system, integrated into
the profiles of the frame, which stabilises
and strengthens the sections.
 standard version, lintel height:
min. 500 mm - max. 1,000 mm (alternatively:
guiding system in accordance with the
roof angle or vertical guiding system).
 rubber sealings at the guides and in the
lintel. Bottom sealings by means of rubber
profiles with integrated, function controlled safety contact strip, with spiral cable,
according to the German safety rules.
 electric drive, 400V, duty cycle 60 %,
grade of protection: IP 54, power input
according to the weight of the door,
directly coupled to the shaft. Thermal
motor protection. Completely wired
reverse contactor control.
 emergency hand crank with safety contact.
 UP-STOP-DOWN push button.
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